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Structural Reform Agenda

1. What is Structural Reform?
 Moving from low to high productivity?

 Correction of accumulated allocation error?

 Adjusting to shifts in market demand?

 Removing bottlenecks and hangover?

 All countries undertake structural reform … nothing to be alarmed about

 At some point, structural reform becomes inevitable

 Delaying reform when it’s inevitable….

 Get stuck in a low growth path

 Middle-income trap

 Reach the point of no return



Structural Reform Agenda

2. Objective of Structural Reform?
 Optimal efficiency of resource allocation

 Robustness / Sustainability of growth

 Income growth and wealth creation (middle class)

 Enhanced adaptability to shocks

 Equity and social cohesion

 Auto-pilot:  virtuous circle of technological progress



Structural Reform Agenda

3. Accurate diagnosis of underlying conditions (not symptoms)
 Distortions and imbalances

 Blockage / bottleneck

 Volatility leading to swings in investor confidence

 Detachment from the market (inventories)

 Why did misalignment happen?

4. Hypotheses
 Exogenous shocks (2008 financial crisis, 2015 Russian factor)

 Endogenous dysfunction (reforms postponed)

 Have inventories risen as a result of external shocks? 

 Homework:  Correlate average inventory rate with Russian, European, 
global business cycle.



Inventory of tractors



INITIAL CONDITIONS

Chronic current account deficit

Overvalued XR

Low reserves

High inflation

High inventories

Loss-making SOEs

Falling revenues 

LOW GROWTH

Loss of  competitiveness

Inefficient investment

High sustaining cost

Labor

Low external demand

High capital cost

Over-regulation

LABOR MARKET
Low labor mobility
Over-regulation
Employment controls
Inter-sectoral wages
Low job creation
Fear of  unemployment
No job transition support
SOE excess labor
Erosion of  skills

STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES
Vertical supply chain
Transfer pricing
Chronic losses
Bailouts and smoothing
Non-core activities
Lack of  autonomy
Unclear profit retention
Proliferation of  holdings
Lack of  JVs / Spinoffs

FISCAL POLICY
Little room for maneuver
Rigid planning system
High cost of  basic services
Demographics
Lack of  cost recovery
State support in many forms

FINANCIAL SECTOR
State dominance
Skewed allocation of  credit
Low deposit
Undiversified intermediation
Low capital mobility
Segmented banking sector
Recurrent recapitalization

Constraints to Growth – Observable Symptoms



Elusive growth – Untangling the picture



Untangling the picture
STRENGTH WEAKNESS

Industrial capacity Outdated product design

Skilled and disciplined labor Undiversified export markets

Scientific Knowledge Surplus factors of production (K and L)

Good infrastructure Low utilization rate

Geographical advantage Low labor mobility and incentives

High tolerance for austerity High tax rate

Over-regulation

Low investor confidence

Underdeveloped financial sector



Accurate diagnosis key to treatment

1. Symptoms and causes

 Disequilibrium due to fixed prices and fixed production targets

 higher demand at prices below equilibrium

 short-term rise in loss-making firms

 output expands to clear the market

 firms allow quality of goods to deteriorate

 opening the economy to external trade leads to consumer 
migration toward imports

 Demand falls and inventories rise

 Long-term losses that need to be covered.



Accurate diagnosis key to treatment

2. Coping Mechanism

 SOE losses covered by higher taxation of the private sector

 high rate of taxation reduces firm profits

 firm level imbalances arise

 external position deteriorated

 demand stimulus is employed

 resulting in inflation, price-wage spiral

 generalized subsidies on key services

 firm level indebtedness rises

 no room for technological change

 leading to a loss of competitiveness.
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Overcoming Challenges

 How to preserve potentially viable enterprises

 Optimal value chain structure

 Financial and managerial autonomy

 Profitability as main criteria

 Profit retention allows for incentive effects to grow

Wage determined by quality of labor (INCENTIVES)

 Target subsidies to those who need them

 Consider debt workout based on business growth strategies

 Create space for technological change:  Joint ventures with industry leaders

 Improve competitiveness and market confidence

 Entirely possible ………………………….. To realize the potential.



Holding = A Value Chain



Holding = A Value ChainHolding = A Global Value Chain



A credible roadmap needed!

1. Structural reforms possible but not easy. 
 Overwhelmed by complexity

 Not enough fiscal space to finance reform

2. Motivating behaviors difficult due to defensive mechanism.
 Fear of losing jobs, timid in exploring global market

 Private sector too fragile to catch SOE leavers

 No sense of collective responsibility

3. Reform vision has to be clear/credible to overcome impatience.



If Belarus were similar to other countries with high Human 
Development Index ….

…. Its per capita income would be double. Let’s make this happen!


